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A message from
CDR Brett R . Schexnider
Having had the privilege to serve as the Unit’s Commanding
Officer following the retirement of CAPT John Morrow, I can say
that it has been an incredibly rewarding experience. The only
constant in life is change, and with the finish of the Fall 2007
semester, I will pass the baton to CAPT Clark Price, who will
serve as the Professor of Naval Science for the next three years,
as well as MIDN Wheatley, who will serve as Battalion CO after
relieving MIDN Dammin. We will realize the departure of YNC
Davidson in January, as well as the loss of LT Goldston from
January to August, as he will be serving on assignment in Iraq.
Yet despite these changes, there are some constants which will
remain, and serve to re-enforce our long standing
traditions here at Tulane. We continue to enjoy a reputation as
one of the finest Unit’s in the nation, and it is well deserved.
Using CORTRAMID as a barometer, the Tulane Midshipmen
continue to excel, and set themselves apart year after year.
Our Freshman Orientation is one of the most challenging of
any Unit, and it serves to better prepare our midshipmen for
entry into the Fleet. And this year’s orientation was the best I
have seen.
The traditions of the Senior Social, the Navy and Marine Corps
Birthday Balls, and the 2nd annual Holiday Dinner were well
attended by the Tulane Midshipmen, and our presence was
noted by all in attendance. And the new tradition of running in
formation for Battalion PT is one that I am confident will continue. I participated in the final Battalion PT, where the entire
Battalion ran in formation, complete with the Navy and Marine
Corps flags whipping in the wind as we circled Audubon Park.
It brought me back to 22 years ago at AOCS in Pensacola, where
it all began for me. I’ve changed quite a bit over the years, but
that enthusiasm and pride I felt during our run around
Audubon Park was just as strong as it was 22 years ago while
running on the beach in Pensacola. While serving in the Navy,
some things will never change; nor should they.
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Our unit has been proud to have CDR Schexnider
serve as our Executive Officer. He has continually
entertained us with his stories of growing up in Louisiana
and Navy life, whether flight training in Pensacola as a
young Naval Ensign, riding his motorcycle around the
hills of Hawaii, or conducting a mission in the SH-60B
Seahawk. At the same time, CDR Schexnider has
provided future generations of Naval Officers with
valuable lessons benefiting his extensive experience in
the Navy (usually with the additional encouragement to
select Aviation). “Life,” he says, “is 90% attitude and 10%
reality. Positive attitude virtually guarantees success.”
The XO has greatly enjoyed his time here at Tulane,
and has continually been impressed by the quality
and dedication of the instructors and midshipmen here.
“I am confident that the future of the Navy is in good
hands, due to the caliber of the young men and women
we are commissioning in the United States Navy and
Marine Corps.” Upon completion of his tour here,
CDR Schexnider will travel overseas to report to EUCOM
in Stuttgart, Germany as a Foreign Area Officer – a
prospect that he is excited about. On final advice
to those about to commission, and the rest of our
midshipmen: “The Navy Core Values of Honor, Courage,
and Commitment, if applied and adhered to, will
guarantee success. If you deviate, then you compromise
everything the Navy stands for.” The XO will be missed,
and we wish him fair winds and following seas in his next
assignment and in the future.

It is with great regret that we say farewell this
Spring to our Executive Officer, CDR Brett R. Schexnider.
A Louisiana native, CDR Schexnider began his
Naval career after graduating from the University of
Louisiana at Lafayette and subsequently completing
Aviation Officer Candidate School in Pensacola, FL. He
was designated a Naval Aviator in November 1986, and
trained to fly SH-60B Seahawk helicopters at the Fleet
Replacement Squadron in Mayport, FL. CDR Schexnider
had tours with the Proud Warriors of HSL-42, HT-18 as an
Intermediate and Advanced Flight Instructor, with the
Air Department of the USS Nimitz as V-3 and V-1 Division
Officer, as the SH-60B Weapons and Tactics Evaluator with
the Surface Warfare Development Group, and later with
HSL-37 in Kaneohe Bay, HI as the Training Officer and
Operations Officer. Following this, CDR
Schexnider attended the Defense Language Institute,
and served as the US Navy representative to the French
War College in Paris, France. His most recent tour was
aboard the USS George Washington where he served as
the Safety Officer for CVN-73, reporting to Tulane NROTC
in July 2005. His decision to serve as the Tulane NROTC
Executive Officer was motivated by the opportunity to
share his experience with those about to enter into the
US Naval service. He was also glad to come back to
Louisiana to serve, due to his family connections and
history in this area.

-MIDN 1/C S. Castle
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Fall 2007 Battalion CO
MIDN 1/C William Dammin
The fall semester has been an outstanding training
period with some major changes within the unit and its
training. With an innovative Battalion Staff and a Unit Staff
including three new officers in Capt Chisholm, LT Goldston
and LT Taiclet, the unit experienced beneficial changes to
its weekly schedule and battalion events. Beginning with a
demanding and intense freshman orientation in late
August, the battalion was off to a running start from its
immediate beginning. With the experience from their
efforts in executing what has been the best Orientation
program in the past three years, Capt. Chisholm, SSGT
Dubon and especially the Battalion Staff went on to have
great successes over the course of the semester. With
examples such as the traditional shrimp boil now with
music and a twenty man football game, the JROTC Drill
Meet netting over $600, a Combined Arms Halloween
dodgeball tournament with AFROTC and the first ever
NROTC Alumni Parade and Luncheon, the unit saw
improvements on various levels. Two of the more lasting
improvements have been changes in the weekly training
schedule: the consolidation of labs and the introduction of
Battalion PT. In this new battalion weekly schedule, Armed
Drill and Briefs were consolidated into one longer
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evolution on Tuesdays rather than two separate ones.
As a result, this one evolution per week has allowed
Midshipmen more time for academic and personal
endeavors without compromising their professional
development within the NROTC Program. Battalion PT
was introduced on Wednesday mornings, providing
Midshipmen more face time with their peers as well as
a leadership opportunity for the PT studs to motivate
those of the lower athletic tiers. Including battalion
formation runs, company field meets and flag football
tournaments, its success has been evident in improving
morale and leadership development among the
Midshipmen. These successful changes to the
battalion’s training schedule have allowed for new
traditions within the unit and a promising future in the
coming semesters.
With the hard work of Midshipmen on all
levels, the semester has been a highly successful one. In
welcoming aboard a fine 4/C, seeking to improve upon
every training aspect of the battalion and doing so under the guidance of three new class advisors, the Tulane
Midshipmen have continued the unit’s long standing
tradition of mission accomplishment.

Spring 2008 Battalion CO
MIDN 1/C Benjamin Wheatley
The spring semester has been an exciting and
interesting few months. Many of the changes
implemented during the past semester have been
carried through. The unit has continued to change in
both form and function under a new and creative
Battalion Staff while the fresh Unit Staff continued to
impart their personal wisdom on the midshipmen.

At the end of the morning we came in second to the
Army unit but we held our own.
The changes that were implemented to the
weekly schedule during the fall semester were kept in
the spring semester. We have seen vast improvements
in the training and development of midshipmen over
the course of the past few years. I am sure that these
improvements will continue in the coming year under
the new leadership of MIDN Richmond and his staff.

The semester got off to a quick start with the
2008 Mardi Gras Drill Meet just a matter of weeks after
the beginning of classes. This year we hosted forty-five
schools making it the largest meet we have had in recent
years. Additionally the Tulane NROTC Drill Team placed
a very impressive second place in the overall rankings.
The fast pace of the semester continued with a constant
stream of events we took part in. There were a number
of other events that took place including the annual
crawfish boil, Senior Mess Night and the culminating
events of the year, the Change of Command and
Farewell Ball. We also took part in the first Inter-service
Field Meet in over four years, competing against the
Tulane Army and Air Force ROTC units. We had a
morning filled with a variety of events.
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FALL 2007

Raiders FEX
On November 3rd 2007, the Raiders platoon went
to Ponchatoula High School for their fall field exercise
(FEX). The preparation started the night before with the
platoon’s gear check, MRE issue and then a brief on the
events for the next day. In addition, the Raiders were given
a brief on land navigation with details on using a compass
and shooting an azimuth.

The battalion passing in review for the Alumni Luncheon.

Fall 2007
Alumni Luncheon
On October 25 the Tulane NROTC Alumni association
organized the 65th annual reunion. The day began with a
pass in review performed by the current Midshipmen
Battalion. For nearly a month, the Midshipman Battalion
had practiced to perfect the traditional change of
command ceremony in homage of the Alumni present.
The ceremony was executed in a very professional manner
and then the alumni and the Midshipmen proceeded to
the ballroom in the newly renovated LBC student union.
The MARFORES Marine Corps Band was in attendance to
provide background music as well as playing the Navy
and Marine Corps anthems. The luncheon that followed
was full of gourmet food, great conversation, and pomp
and circumstance. The Midshipmen that were able to
attend the luncheon were fascinated to listen to stories
from past classes and learn of traditions that no longer
exist, in particular the infamous Shipwrecked Dance
that used to occur every year in the Navy Building. The
alumni recounted staff and friends from years past with
many amusing sea stories. The ceremony even attracted
Tulane University president Scott Cowen, who took time
out of his busy schedule to address all in attendance. This
reunion was particularly important because it marked the
65th anniversary of Tulane NROTC. The class of 1942 was
very well represented and copies of the first edition of the
Taffrail Log were distributed for all to see. It was a very
enjoyable ceremony for all to see and a great opportunity
for today’s Midshipmen to converse with those who came
before them. One alumni recounted to me, “you may not
realize it now but this is the defining time of your life.” The
ceremony truly instilled in me the amount of tradition that
is part of the Tulane experience.
-MIDN 1/C J. Mandel
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The following morning at 0430, the Raiders
mustered at the Navy building and drew rifles. During the
one hour drive, the Raiders took the opportunity to sleep.
The Raiders were off-loaded from the vehicles and headed
over to the Marine Corps obstacle course. Each Raider was
to attempt the course twice: first for technique, the second
for time. Some of the Raiders went quickly through the
course timing themselves, while others just tried to get the
hang of it. After the obstacle course, the Raiders went on a
three mile hump to their next objective. Here, the Raiders
split into fire teams and practiced tactics. Each fire team
had a senior instructor present to answer any questions or
correct the fire teams if their movements were incorrect.
After practicing, Captain Chisholm gave each fire team a
situation and watched them execute it giving advice and
critiques at the end. Following the fire team tactics, the
Raiders moved with their fire teams, then split in two’s for a
land navigation course. Each pair were given coordinates
and expected to find them by shooting an azimuth and
heading in the proper directions. The pairs knew they
were in the right place when the found a paper plate
giving them the next set of directions.
The final evolution of the day was to practice a
simulated mission. The Raiders were split into two squads
and given a hypothetical mission and briefing on how to
execute the mission. Each squad executed the plan
according to their leader. Once the mission was
completed, Captain Chisholm met with each squad and
gave positive and negative evaluations, but overall he was
impressed with both squads. The Raiders headed back to
the Navy Building and cleaned the rifles and the building.
The platoon was debriefed and finally dismissed at 2000
ending a long, but very effective and educational day.
-MIDN 4/C J. Von Rumpf

Seniors pose for a
class picture.

Senior Social
Every year an anonymous donor sponsors an evening
dedicated to the unit’s senior class. The senior
midshipmen, unit staff, and their husbands or wives are all
invited to an evening of food, drinks, and socialization
The seventeenth annual JROTC Drill Meet was an
generously funded by what is rumored to be an alum of
overwhelming
success. The months of planning and
the unit who credits his/her success to values acquired
preparation that went into this event culminated in an
while in NROTC.
outstanding day. The drill meet was held on Saturday
November 17th, and included ten schools from Louisiana
This year the Senior Social was held on Wednesday 24 October in the penthouse of the Windsor Court in and Mississippi. The schools participated in an academic
competition, armed and unarmed platoon basic
downtown New Orleans. It was a semi-formal event that
and exhibition drill, color guard, athletics, tug of war, and
brought the class together to remember the past three
knock out drill. Many schools entered multiple teams in
years together and reflect on the friendships that have
some of the events in order to gain experience for those
been made. Some of the seniors will be graduating in
January due to setbacks from Hurricane Katrina, some will competing and foster a greater sense of competition. The
be graduating next January due to the same setbacks and Tulane NROTC midshipmen did an excellent job
the majority will be graduating on May 17th. Despite the organizing, planning, judging, and in every other aspect
that made the drill meet such a success.
hurricane that hit before their sophomore year sending
-MIDN 2/C T. Kidder
them across the country to different universities, the Class
of 2008 is incredibly tight-knit. The Senior Social provided
yet another chance to make some more memories before
the class is split up for good to begin their careers as Naval
and Marine Corps officers. After enjoying each others
company, eating, drinking and taking hundreds of pictures,
the senior class and unit staff departed to Bourbon Street.
Pat O’Brien’s piano bar and patio was the first stop. Afterwards the class headed to the Cat’s Meow, a karaoke bar.
The class had multiple midshipmen perform songs, dance
on stage and play instruments with the music. The
celebration went long into the night and was memorable
for all. The senior class would like to again thank the
anonymous donor, whoever it is, for the good times that
were shared.
-MIDN 1/C A. MacDonald

JROTC Drill Meet

Midshipmen who judged the event in formation.
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CDR Schexnider and the
female seniors.

MIDN Kopp, Mims and
Flynn during the
Aviation Club trip to
NAS Belle Chase.

Midshipmen relax at the
Shrimp Boil.
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Color Guard performs for
the JROTC Drill Meet
Awards Ceremony.

MIDN Castle, Monk,
Gressett helping judge
the events.

Midshipmen use the
down time to take a break
from the events.
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SPRING 2008

MIDN 2/C Kidder, and
Genualdi and MIDN 4/C
Penn take part in the
cooking.

Crawfish Boil

MIDN 4/C Kopp and Flynn inspect the crawfish.

The Battalion Crawfish Boil was a huge success with
a large turnout from the entire battalion as well as several
others; including army personnel, retirees, and our visiting
aviators. MIDN Kidder’s spicy cooking made the event all the
better with people coming back over and over to the table
causing the occasional death match for that one last piece of
sausage. There were about 300 different clinics for the peeling
and eating of the crawfish and everyone was given to every
person who has never eaten crawfish before. Staff Sergeant
Riehl’s technique won out, mainly due to the fact that he
would stop whoever was telling someone and correct them
in his own special polite way. There were several events
ranging from horseshoes and washers, to underground
crawfish pit fighting. MIDN Quast displayed his courage by
trying to hold his hand beneath an entire batch of live
crawfish for three minutes while they were still alive. His effort
was supreme and his hand will be missed. Tank, the English
bulldog, resident gourmand and food aficionado was found
to make an appearance and enjoy the crawfish, and a better
judge of food no one will ever know.
As the evening wore on and the random senior mud
wrestling matches wound down, the cleanup crew began
their thing. The whole tear down process took about an hour
and half, mainly due to the stalling of two trains on the tracks
on the first load back. Overall the event was a major success
and an event I am sure everyone looks forward to next year.
-MIDN 4/C R. Law

Tank: food critic.
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MIDN 2/C Doss inspects
MIDN 2/C Kwak.

Sergeant Major’s
Inspection
On 27 March 2008 Sgt Major Doss inspected
the battalion in accordance with the semester ritual of
inspection. During this inspection midshipman are tested
by the highest-ranking enlisted midshipman in the
midshipman chain of command, on military bearing,
uniform appearance, and military aptitude. Nights before
inspections tend to be quite stressful times of final tweaking
on uniform creases and shoe shining. Squad leaders make
sure their midshipmen can present the best of themselves
by checking their uniforms beforehand and making sure
they’re brushed up on their knowledge.
When sunrise rolls around it’s game time. Once the
platoon is formed and ready for inspection the Sgt
Major begins his way down the squad. Many times
humorous questions are asked in an attempt to stump
midshipman on military bearing. As the Sgt Major
concluded his inspection it was quite apparent that no test
was too challenging for Tulane’s Midshipman Battalion. The
inspection on 27 March went without hitch and
reemphasized the superior organization of the
Midshipman battalion.
-MIDN 4/C A. Kambanis
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MIDN 3/C Fabros and his motivated squad.

MIDN 2/C Gilmore inspects MIDN 4/C Kopp,
a member of his platoon.

CAPT Price, our CO,
proudly gives an award
to MIDN 2/C Bean,
Drill Team Commander.

Mardi Gras Drill Meet
Tulane NROTC is proud to have the Mardi Gras Drill Meet
as one of its annual events. Every year, midshipmen from
units around the country convene to compete in what is one
of the most significant military competitions NROTC has. The
usual participants came, such as Texas A&M and West Point, to
test their mettle against our drill team and color guard.
What else is significant is that this event is largely run
by our units midshipmen. MIDN 1/C Jacobson was the officer
in charge; he along with his assistant MIDN 2/C Kidder spent
months prior to ensure the event was logistically sound and
all participants were well informed. Every midshipmen in
the unit was given a job, from administrative work, tabulating
scores, guiding schools around campus, selling concessions,
and even recruiting prospective midshipmen. Thanks to them
the event ran very smoothly, according to our unit staff, and
any problems were quickly addressed.
Our participating midshipmen also distinguished
themselves. Not only did they perform the duties assigned to
them in order to run the event, they also managed to win
first place in Squad Basic, and 2nd Place Overall.
-MIDN 2/C E. Garcia
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Members of Drill Team pose with their trophy.

MIDN 4/C Flynn,
MIDN 1/C Ochs, and
MIDN 4/c Kopp display
their beads.

Tulane NROTC Band

Crescent City Classic

Being a part of the Tulane NROTC band was
probably the most fun activity that I participated in all year.
We marched in two day parades and one night parade
during Mardi Gras. The night parade was the loudest and
the longest, we were pretty tired though after being at the
MGDM all day. Before each parade we would all walk around
to the floats to get beads. Most of the people on the floats
were very enthusiastic about giving us beads. Walking down
the streets of New Orleans you would hear pleasant and
excited remarks about either us being from Tulane, or even
better, in the Navy. This year we had a very small band, with
about 12 people. Marching in the parades with high school
bands that consisted of sixty or more members was a great
experience I think. I hope that we will still be able to have a
band next year with all the seniors leaving.
-MIDN 4/C C. Flynn
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Every year, Tulane midshipmen with Marine Forces
Reserve of New Orleans and volunteer in the Crescent City
Classic. The midshipmen help in guiding runners to their
respective spots, and get to run the race for free. This year’s
New Orleans Crescent City Classic succeeded in living up to its
standards. It remains more than just a 10k race. It is an
experience like none other that takes one throughout New
Orleans, providing a taste (and maybe a drink or two) of a
wonderfully, enjoyable southern city. Crescent City Classic
truly embodies the phrase “Only in New Orleans…”
This race begins in Jackson Square with the national
anthem being played by the Marine Corpse band and then
snakes throughout downtown to conclude in City Park. Along
the way, a runner will encounter costumes of all kinds, from
giant fleur de lis to older men and women simply wanting
to wear dangerously short shorts and pink wigs. Residents
whose houses are on the route are kind enough to set up
tables with everything from cups of beer to Jell-O shots or
even maybe a hot dog or two. In years in which the
temperature has been high, people will gladly hose runners
off as they pass. From the sighs to the smells to the overall
feeling of being a part of a cultural movement, the 2008
Crescent City Classic provided both a good ole’ time and not
to mention, 6.2 miles of exercise.
-MIDN 4/C L. Barrett

The Raiders platoon
geared up and ready.

FEX at Camp Shelby
The Raiders Platoon completed their semester field
exercise on 28-29 Mar 2008. The situation posed was that we
were to repel Mississippi militia forces that had been plaguing
Marine Logistics Base Tulane. This field exercise was unique
in that its concentration was on fire team movement and land
navigation. In order to meet these ends it was opened to the
entire battalion to join along. This gave many midshipmen to
see how things work on the green side of the house. This FEX
kicked off at 1600 and moved out to Camp Shelby, the largest
state owned reserve base in the country. Moving to
training area 29 we secured landing zone falcon with a one
180 facing West. The next evolution was land navigation at
night. This was probably the most challenging evolution in
that it required midshipmen to work in a manner they had
most assuredly never worked in before. Allowing 15-20
minutes to gain our natural night vision armed with eye prot
ection we moved as a patrol to a checkpoint about 300
meters to the South. It was tough going but
everyone excelled.
After a short break we set out to reestablish contact
with Reaper 1, a lost friendly sniper team in hostile territory.
There was a rendezvous point and we set out to secure it and
reestablish contact. We retrieved them and headed back to
landing zone falcon for a few hours of sleep. Our next
evolution was land navigation. Using azimuths we navigated
through woods and low-lying marshlands to find
established checkpoints.
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Our last evolution was fireteam movements assaulting the
position of the Mississippi militia forces. This was an
opportunity for the OCS bound midshipman to lead as well as
translate orders before this summer. Then as we were
preparing to leave, we encountered a setback. Critical gear
was missing. It had been dropped in the woods seemingly
impossible to recover. Nevertheless we did not give up on it
and we swept through the woods life a fine tooth comb and
after nearly two hours, MIDN 4/C Casey Flynn found the
missing gear. Worn out from an excellent weekend we
returned to MLB Tulane.
-MIDN 4/C K. Mendy

Navy, Army, and Air
Force ROTC meet to
compete.

Interservice Field Meet

Navy Midshipmen exert themselves in Tug-of-War.

MIDN 4/C Flynn tries not to get too dizzy in the
Dizzy Izzy Race.

Interservice Field Day is an event that has been on the
calendar for semesters now, but had yet to be realized until
Spring 2008. The Air Force, Army and Navy ROTC Units all got
together up at Tulane’s track and field to test each other’s
agility and strength. These feats of physical prowess
manifested in the forms of Tug-of-War, Dizzy-Izzy, Guide-on
Relay, Ultimate Football, Field Goal Kick, and a Long Throw
Competition. While the Army dominated overall, the Navy and
Air Force represented well. The goal of the morning events
was to bring the services together and help create a stronger
bond between the future officers of the U.S. armed forces
represented at Tulane, as we will all be working together in
the field upon our commissionings. The activities
themselves were motivating as well. There is nothing like
watching midshipmen and cadets charging down a track at
break-neck speeds, led by flag-bearing javelins to really
muster some enthusiasm.
-MIDN 1/C S. Monk
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Bulldog participants
stop for a picture.

Bulldog Challenge
With the Thursday evening crowd still stumbling
past the Navy Building after a night on the town, the
hardest charging midshipmen in the unit mustered at 0400
on a Friday morning for our 3rd annual trip to the Citadel’s
Bulldog Challenge in Charleston, S.C. Soon we were there,
wearing boots ‘n utes at the race check in where Medal of
Honor recipient Major General James Livingston pumped
us up with a motivational speech. Primed to run, we split into
four man teams, loaded up with twenty pound sand bags,
and kicked things off.
The race started out easy with a half mile run followed
by 60 pull-ups and a quarter mile stretcher run. Following the
stretcher run, we sprinted up a hill to run a USMC obstacle
course. After the O-course we where completely warmed up
and ready push the place and punish the competition.
At the next stop we had to memorize a number of
items to repeat later. This is where our Tulane educations paid
dividends. Forging ahead through a fifty meter high crawl, a
series of lunges, and a sand bag relay, we arrived at the buddy
drag. Here, one man lies flat on his back with the sand bags
clenched securely in his teeth, and the other drags him to the
top of a sizable hill. Refusing to let our relative unfamiliarity
with terrain features get in the way, we pushed, pulled, and
willed our way to the top.
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Not yet half way done, we began to feel our leg burn
and our lungs ache. At this point, countless hours enduring
hardships with Raiders Platoon gave us an advantage-- we
maintained our pace and began to pass other teams with
increasing frequency. We wound our way to the top of a
parking garage, did countless push-ups, slogged through a
swamp, fireman carried each other up and down a sun baked
road, and the miles ticked by. Before we knew it the finish
line had blurred by and we were eagerly awaiting the result.
Our all male team and co-ed teams both placing 6th in their
respective divisions. Good stuff. We’ll go out a little harder
next year, though.
-MIDN 2/C M. Gilmore

Teamwork pays off.

Battalion CO MIDN 1/C Wheatley inspects
MIDN 3/C Olson.

Nearing the finish line.

Drill judges observe MIDN 2/C Genualdi and
her platoon.

Battalion Drill Competition
At the end of every semester, our battalion’s respective
platoons rise up early and prepare to compete with one
another for the title of Honor Platoon. While grades and
physical fitness scores are added in, it is a rigorous inspection
and a drill competition that is added to the mix in order to
determine which platoon deserves the title.

movements in front of the judges comprised of our unit’s
AMOI, SSgt Dubon, and the MECEPS, SSgt Riehl and Sgt
Harbiston. Bravo company’s platoons displayed the best
performances in inspection and drill. But only considering
a platoons performance in these events, as well as grades
and pt scores can a winner be announced, usually
next semester.

Each platoon was given a respective time to muster for
Win or lose, the Battalion Drill Competition is a
their rifles and to go to Newcomb quad where the event takes
place. Once ready, they are inspected by the Battalion CO, XO time-tested way for midshipmen to practice leading their
and members of the battalion staff. Every aspect of their
platoons, developing teamwork and communication, and
uniform and Navy knowledge is scrutinized, and bearing is
overcoming challenges in order to excel.
tested as well.
-MIDN 2/C E. Garcia
Once the inspection is done, platoon must then perform
the drill card they practiced all semester. Leadership and
teamwork is put on display as they run through the
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Midshipmen pose at
the Marine Support
Group meeting.

Marine Support Group Event
In late April 2008 Tulane Naval ROTC hosted the New
Orleans Marine Support Group. I had the privilege as being
Navy Option Midshipman of being able to attend the
dinner and lecture that followed that evening. The New
Orleans Marine Support Group consists of many former
Marines, and supporters from he New Orleans area.
Throughout the night it was quite apparent that these
Marines contained an unwavering pride they resonated. The
evening began with dinner followed by numerous
high-ranking Marine officers discussing the current war in
Iraq. The most poignant event however for me occurred when
I had the privilege of talking with a world war two veteran
who in 1943 was on a Cruiser which was sunk by Japanese
torpedo in the Pacific. He was separated from the rest of the
survivors and ending up spending over 30 hours in the water
until he was rescued. He ending up going back to States and
later participating in the initial invasion of Iwo Jima. As a Navy
option listening to that Marine speak about his heroic tale
and all the other Marine speakers that night gave me a great
understanding and appreciation for the Marine Corps.
-MIDN 4/C A. Kambanis
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Midshipmen prepare
the Sword Arch.

Farewell Ball
As every spring semester winds down, and as another
senior class approaches commissioning, a timely tradition
is celebrated by our Unit here at Tulane. This annual event
is known as the Class Farewell Ball, held in the heart of New
Orleans as a celebration of the culmination of a class’s
experience at Tulane. This year it was held at the Sheraton
New Orleans on Canal Street on the evening of 25 April. This
event symbolizes the last time a graduating class will be
assembled before commissioning and is a much looked
forward to event by the Unit every year. The night begins
with a cocktail hour and the proceeding of the seniors
through a Unit Staff receiving line. Following cocktail hour
the distinguished guests and midshipman battalion are
seated and the senior class ispresented individually through
a sword arch of motivated midshipmen. Once the lastclass
member is introduced there is a final applause for the
graduating class. A formal dinner is then served in honor of
the seniors and as desserts are passed out guests and the
Commanding Officer addresses the class before the Battalion
one last time. The final addresses are followed by the gag gift
presentations from the graduating class to Unit Staff members and then the class slideshow which embodies memories
from the class’s four years at Tulane. After the slideshow the
lights are dimmed and the guests and midshipmen enjoy a
long night of dancing and cocktails until the conclusion of
the night. Around midnight, as the dancing comes to an end
and as with any night on the town in New Orleans; the class
proceeds to Pat O’Brien’s for one last night of memories until
finals quickly begin and pressures of graduation and
commissioning build.

The annual Farewell Ball is definitely a much anticipated
event of every graduating class and the battalion. We here at
Tulane are very fortunate to have the resources available to
celebrate a class’s achievements in a classic New Orleans style.
The time spent here in New Orleans and as a midshipman in
this Unit builds a sense of camaraderie that we do not see at
any other units when discussing our events with other
midshipmen. It is always an exciting celebration to see
another class of naval officers be produced from this Unit and
the annual Farewell Ball embodies the Tulane camaraderie
and stands in the memories of each class for years on end.
-MIDN2/C L. Richmond

The Class of 2008.
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Our winning Drill Team poses with their trophies.

SSgt. Dubon conversing with mids at the Farewell Ball.

MIDN 4/C Kambanis being awared Midshipman of the Month.

MIDN 3/C Littleton getting the winning kick at the
Interservice Field Meet.

MIDN 2/C Gilmore instructs his platoon in drill.
The Sword Arch at the 2008 Farewell Ball.
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Commissioned
Senior Destinations
MIDN 1/C Kelly Bartek– Will report as a student naval aviator to NAS Pensacola
MIDN 1/C John Burns - USS Boxer LHD-4 at Naval Station San Diego
MIDN 1/C Sean Castle - Will report as a student naval aviator to NAS Pensacola
MIDN 1/C Will Dammin - The Basic School Quantico, VA
MIDN 1/C Robert DeLucca - Will report as a student naval aviator to NAS Pensacola
OC Evans– Is remaining in New Orleans and attending classes next Fall
MIDN 1/C Jared Fackrell-Will report as a student naval aviator to NAS Pensacola
MIDN 1/C Michael Faherty - USS Boxer LHD-4 at Naval Station San Diego
MIDN 1/C John Jacobson– Is remaining in New Orleans and attending classes next Fall
MIDN 1/C Alicia MacDonald - The Basic School Quantico, VA
MIDN 1/C Jeffrey Mandel - Will report as a student naval aviator to NAS Pensacola
MIDN 1/C Jenna Markham - Will report as a student naval aviator to NAS Pensacola
MIDN 1/C Kelsey Monk – Is remaining in New Orleans and attending classes next Fall
MIDN 1/C Sarah Monk – Is remaining in New Orleans and attending classes next Fall
MIDN 1/C Jace Myers – Is remaining in New Orleans and attending classes this summer
MIDN 1/C Courtney Ochs - The Basic School Quantico, VA
MIDN 1/C Kathleen Poole - The Basic School Quantico, VA
MIDN 1/C Meghan Poole - Will report as a student NFO to NAS Pensacola
SSgt Jerome Riehl - The Basic School Quantico, VA
MIDN 1/C Patrick Ruth - Will report as a student naval aviator to NAS Pensacola
MIDN 1/C Gabriel Toennies - Will report as a student naval aviator to NAS Pensacola
MIDN 1/C Benjamin Wheatley - Will be attending medical school next Fall
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